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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Molecular Cloning and Characterization of the Endothelin Converting Enzvme-2 
Submitted bv Ip Lai Fong _ 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in Biochemistry 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in April 2001. 
Endothelins (ETs) are a family of potent vasoconstrictor peptides consisting of three 
isoforms, ET-1, ET-2 and ET-3. They are produced through selective proteolytic 
processing of prepro-endothelins by dibasic pair-specific endopeptidase (furin) to 
generate essential biologically inactive intermediates, big ETs. The big ET 
intermediates are then further hydrolysed at a Trp-Val or Trp-Ile bond to generate the 
active ET peptides. The enzyme responsible for this specific cleavage has been 
identified as a novel zinc-binding metalloproteinase, named endothelin converting 
enzyme (ECE). ECE is a potential therapeutic target as pharmacological blockade of 
ECE activities could represent an alternative way for the treatment of cardiovascular, 
renal diseases. Five isoforms of ECE are currently found and named as ECE-la, 
ECE-lb, ECE-lc, ECE-Id and ECE-2. The first four isoenzymes (ECE-la, b, c and d) 
are membrane-bound, neutral pH ECEs. They share a common C-terminal region, but 
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different N-terminal regions, presumably through alternative RNA splicing of a single 
ECE-1 gene. ECE-2 was originally isolated from bovine adrenal cortex with acidic 
pH optimum. The optimum pH of this enzyme suggests that this enzyme may exist as 
vesicular enzyme responsible for intracellular big ET processing. To further 
understand the role of ECEs in ET biosynthesis, the cDNA for ECE-2 from rat brain 
was successfully isolated by the reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction 
(RT-PCR) strategy. Two isoforms of ECE-2 were isolated. ECE-2a was designated as 
the 765 a.a enzyme whereas the ECE-2b as the 752 a.a isoform. The two ECE-2 were 
identical except for a 13-a.a. truncated sequence at the N-terminus in ECE-2b. 
Sequence analysis indicated that the rat ECE-2 is about 80% homologous to the 
bovine ECE-2. By the RT-PCR approach, ECE-2 mRNA was found in the brain 
tissues including the cortex, striatum, olfactory bulb, hypothalamus, thalamus, pons 
medulla as well as the peripheral tissues including heart and lung. Distribution of 
ECE-2 in rat embryos, glial cells and rat brain sections was investigated with the 




3�前內皮素原是由dibasic pair-specific endopeptidase (fiirin)選擇性內切以產生 
非活性內皮素(big endothelin)。水解非活性內皮素之Trp-Val或Trp-Ile肽鏈會產 
生活性內皮素。負責水解之蛋白酶乃連結鋅蛋白酶，又稱內皮素轉化酶 






ECE-2，ECE-2 cDNA 由老鼠月窗部用 reverse transcription polymerase chain 
reaction(RT-PCR)抽取。兩種 ECE-2 同原酸被發現�ECE-2a 有 765 a.a.，而 
ECE-2b則有752 a.a.，相差只有13 a.a.�老鼠ECE-2與牛ECE-2有80%相似。 
用RT-PCR方法’ ECE-2於腦皮層，紋狀層，嗅葉小球，下丘腦，丘腦，腦橋 
及延髓，心臟及肺均存在�ECE-2mRNA於老鼠胚胎，勝原細胞，腦切片方佈 
則用 digoxigenin-labeled cRNA 探針檢定。 
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Introduction and Background 
1.1 Endothelin system 
Endothelins (ET) are a family of potent vasoconstriction peptides thought to be 
processed by a metalloendopeptidase called endothelin converting enzyme 
(ECE). As ECE is the key control processing enzyme in the endothelin system, 
investigation of this enzyme becomes targets for research. The biosynthesis for 
active ETs peptides involves a two-step proteolytic processing. The 
approximately 200-residue inactive precursors, named as preproendothelins 
(prepro-ETs), are cleaved by a furin-like processing protease(s) into the inactive 
intermediates, big ETs. The big ETs are then cleaved at the common Trp^^ 
residue by the highly specific endopeptidase endothelin converting enzymes 
(ECEs). Position of Trp^^  and the sequence from His�？ to Gly^ "^  are important for 
recognition by ECE. 
1.1.1 Endothelins 
The endothelin family contains three members known as endothelin-1 (ET-1), 
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endothelin-2 (ET-2) and endothelin-3 (ET-3) (Figure 1.2). They are distinct 
isopeptides derived from three distinct genes with two sets of intrachain disulfide 
linkages (Yanagisawa et al, 1988). The nucleotide sequences of the three ET 
genes are highly conserved, in spite of the immediately upstream exon sequences, 
which encoded a part of the propeptides, retained little similarity. It was 
suggested that although the three genes were evolutionarily relatively distant 
from each other, the genes evolved from the common ancestral gene under a 
strong pressure to preserve mature ET sequences (Inoue et al., 1989). The 
endothelins are generated from inactive precursors, prepro-ET-1, prepro-ET-2 
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Figure 1.1 Biosynthetic pathway of human ET-1 
Position of Trp2i and the sequence from His"^ to Gly^ "^  are important for recognition 
by ECE (Ryoichi Takayanagi, 1998). 
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ET-1 mRNA was detected in porcine aortic endothelial cells (Yanagisawa et al., 
1988) and in human umbilical vein endothelial cells (Inoue et al., 1989). ET-3 was 
not expressed in the above cells. The neuronal cell bodies of the human spinal cord, 
human dorsal root ganglia (Giaid et al., 1989), and porcine paraventricular nuclear 
neurons (Yoshizawa et al., 1990) were also found containing ET-mRNA. This may 
imply that ET-1 not only acts as a vasoconstrictor, but also as a neuropeptide. 
There is increasing evidence implicating ET-1 and its isoforms involved in a wide 
range of disease processes. These include asthma, pulmonary and essential 
systemic hypertension, cardiac failure and uterine dysfunction (Miyauchi and 
Masaki, 1999). It is important to note that the ETs play an essential role in normal 
cell proliferation, neural crest cell development, repair and tissue development. The 
endothelins (ETs), endothelin converting enzymes (ECEs) and endothelin receptors 
(ETRs), thus provide potentially important therapeutic targets for cardiovascular 
disorders (Goldie, 1999; Neylon, 1999). 
The vascular actions of ET are influenced by the relative expression of specific ion 
channels, the spatial and temporal pattern of the C a � . signal and the cellular 
composition of the vascular wall. ET regulates the growth and differentiation of 
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cells as well. It markedly potentiates the mitogenic response of other growth factors, 
an effect that involves activation of the mitogenic-activated protein kinase cascade 
and induction of early response genes (Neylon, 1999). 
Knocking out ET-1 induced severe craniofacial and thoracic blood vessel 
malformations, suggesting an important role for ET-1 in the normal development of 
the pharyngeal arches, heart and large bolld vessels (Kurihara et al., 1994). 
Furthermore, knocking out ET-1 gene caused developmental defects in subsets of 
cephalic and cardiac neural crest derivatives, e.g. branchial arch-derived 
craniofacial tissues, and great vessel and cardiac outflow structures. In the ET-2 
knock out mouse model, the knockout mice were apparently normal at birth but 
then developed a phenotype of severe growth retardation. This showed that ET-2 is 
an essential molecule for postnatal growth, probably involves in the regulation of 
intestinal function (Webb et al., 1998). Knocking out ET-3 resulted in spotted coat 
color and the aganglionice megacolon, which indicated the developmental defects 
in neural crest-derived malanocytes and enteric neurons, respectively (Battistini et 
al, 1995). 
In relation to obstructive lung disease, numerous reports demonstrated the 
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prevention and reversal of hypoxia-induced pulmonary hypertension with ET 
receptor A (ETRA) selective antagonists. Pulmonary hypertension and obliterative 
bronchiolitis resulted from allograft dysfunction were found associated with ET-1 
and ECE immunopression (Webb et al., 1998). 
ET-1 was found playing a potential role in renal disease. In human ET-1 transgenic 
mice, glomerulosclerosis and renal interstitial fibrosis were the most prominent 
phenotypes. ET receptor antagonists further confirmed the role of ET in the renal 
system. ET receptor A and B antagonists, TAK044, induced only mild renal 
vasodilation in healthy subjects. However, intravenous TAK044 in patients with 
renal failure caused 10% reduction of mean arterial pressure, 24% reduction in 
systemic vascular resistance, and a favourable pattern of changes in renal vascular 
resistance and effective filtration fraction (Webb et al., 1998). 
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Figure 1.2 The human endothelin isoforms 
ET-1, ET-2 and ET-3 contained 21 amino acid residues and were originated 
from different genes. They were generated from inactive precursors, prepro-
ET-1, prepro-ET-2 and prepro-ET-3 respectively. Cysteines believed to form 
disulfide bonds are represented by purple circles. The light green circles 
represent the amino acid sequences different with the ET-1 sequence. 
(Jonathan A. Lee, 1998) 
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1.1.2 Endothelin converting enzyme (ECE) isoforms 
ECE was originally proposed as a key-processing enzyme in the endothelin 
system shortly after the discovery of the ET precursor, preproendothelin 
(Yanagisawa et al, 1988). A variety of ECE-like enzymes were identified, 
including the serine, thiol, metallo or aspartic proteinases (Ikegawa et al., 1990; 
Okada et al., 1990; Sawamura et al., 1990; Takaoka et al., 1990; Wu Wong et al., 
1990). However, the latest experiments showed that most of them were not the 
physiologically relevant ECE. For example, the enzyme isolated by Sawamura, 
et al. was a pepstatin A-sensitive aspartic protease and active at acidic pH. 
Furthermore, this ECE-like enzyme isolated from bovine adrenal chromaffin 
granules was cathepsin-D like and cleaved the Asn^^-Ile^^ bond of big ET-1 in 
addition to the Trp2i-VaP bond (Sawamura et al., 1990). 
The first physiologically relevant ECE was purified and characterized as a 
membrane-bound metalloprotease in 1990 (Okada et al., 1990). The enzyme, 
purified from the cultural endothelial cell of bovine aortic artery, was capable to 
cleave the inactive precursor big endothelin (ET) to the potent vasoconstrictor 
peptide ET. This led to the molecular cloning of ECE-1 from human, bovine and 
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rat (Schmidt et al., 1994; Shimada et al, 1994; Xu et al., 1994). Subsequent 
characterization indicated that at least five isoforms of ECE-2 were present. 
Based on the sequence similarity and functional characterization, two subtypes 
of ECE, namely ECE-1 and ECE-2 were classified. These isoforms have 
different preferences for the big endothelins as substrates: big ET-1, big ET- and 
big ET-3 (Battistini et al., 1995). 
ECEs are type n integral membrane-bound proteases with structural homology to 
neutral endopeptidase NEP 24.11 and Kell blood group protein. The ECEs are 
highly homologous to each other. ECEs consist of a single transmembrane 
domain, conserved Zn^'^-binding motifs, N-glycosylation sites, a short 
N-terminal cytoplasmic tail and a large extracellular portion that contains the 
catalytic domain (Battistini et al., 1995). 
1.1.2.1 Endothelin converting enzyme-1 (ECE-1) 
According to the enzyme nomenclature database ENZYME, ECE-1 has the EC 
number 3.4.24.71. Figure 1.3 produces endothelin-1 by the cleavage of the 
Trp2i-Val22 bond in the precursor big ET. It contains zinc as the cofactor and is 
phosphoramidon-sensitive. It is a glycoprotein that is highly glycosylated at 10 
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possible N-linked glycosylated sites. The enzyme belongs to peptidase family 
M13. 
The majorities of zinc-dependent metallopeptidase (with the notable exception of 
the carboxypeptidases) share a common sequence motif, His-Glu-X-X-His (in 
which X represents a hydrophobic amino acid residue), in their primary 
structures that involve the binding of zinc ion. They can be classified into a 
number of distinct families and the ECE-1 belonged to be the family Ml3. Other 
members included in this family are mammalian neprilysin (EC 3.4.24.11; 
neutral endopeptidase; NEP), peptidase O from Lactococcus lactis (gene pepO) 
and the Kell blood group glycoprotein, a major antigenic protein of erythrocytes. 
The Kell blood protein is a very probably a zinc endopeptidase. (Ryoichi 
Takayanagi, 1998) 
Neprilysin (EC 3.4.24.11), a member of the peptidase family M13, are named as 
membrane metalloendopeptidase, neutral endopeptidase, kidney-brush-border 
neutral proteinase, enkephalinase and endopeptidase-2. It has preferential 
cleavage at the amino group of hydrophobic residues in insulin, casein, 
hemoglobin, and a number of other proteins and polypeptides. It is a 
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membrane-bound glycoprotein widely distributed in animal tissues. 
Similar with ECEs, it is inhibited by phosphoramidon. (Barrett, 1995) 
ECE-1 is most abundant in endothelial cells, but present in diverse tissues as well 
(Turner et al, 1998). ECE-1 was thought to be involved in the neural 
crest-derived tissues, including branchial arch-derived craniofacial structures, 
aortic arch arteries, and the cardiac outflow tract as shown in a ECE-1 knockout 
mice model (Yanagisawa et al., 1998). 
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NiceZyme View of ENZYME: EC 3A24.71 
[Endothelin-converting enzyme 1. 
lECE-1. — — 
[Forms endothelin 1 by cleavage of the 21-Trp-l-Val-22 bond in the precursor. 
IZinc. “^  "“ “ 
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• Belongs to PEPTIDASE family M13. 
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Figure 1,3 NiceZyme View of endothelin converting enzyme-1 EC 3.4.24.71 
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Figure 1.4 Predicted structure of a native form of human ECE-la 
The dimeric structure is formed by one disulfide bond probably via Cys"^ ^^  
:Cys4i2 in rat], and the C-terminal catalytic domain is facing outside the 
plasma membrane or intraluminal side. The transmembrane region laid at 
the 57-77 a.a .region and the zinc-binding catalytic site laid at the 595-599 
a.a. region (Adapted from Endothelin: Molecular Biology, Physiology, and 
Pathology, R.F. Highsmith, 1998, page 85). 
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Four ECE-1 isoforms were discovered and are named as ECE-la, b, c and d 
(Valdenaire et al., 1999). Two different nomenclatures were used at present: the 
rat isoforms were named as ECE-la and ECE-lp (Shimada et al, 1995), and the 
human isoforms were named as ECE-la, b and c (Valdenaire et al., 1995) 
(Schweizer et al, 1997). Rat ECE-ip is homologous with human ECE-la, while 
rat ECE-la is homologous with human ECE-lc (Turner et al., 1998). To avoid 
confusion in the future analysis, the nomenclatures ECE-la, ECE-lb and ECE-lc 
were chosen, instead of the ECE-la and ECE-lp. 
The ECE-la was found in humans (758 amino acids), rats (762 amino acids) and 
catties (758 amino acids). ECE-lb was identified only in humans and is identical 
to ECE-lc except for a 17-residue extension that replaces the first methionine of 
ECE-lc. 
The ECE-1 isoforms differ only in their N-terminal regions and they were all 
derived from a single gene through the use of alternative promoters (Figure 1.5) 
(Valdenaire et al., 1999). Ribonuclease protection experiments revealed that, 
although the relative levels of the isoform mRNA species vary between human 
tissues, ECE-lc mRNA was generally the predominant isoform. 
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Immunofluorescence microscopy analysis showed that the three isoforms were 
found at distant subcellular localizations: ECE-la and ECE-1 c are localized at 
the cell surface, whereas ECE-lb is found to be intracellular and shown 
significant co-localization with the trans-Golgi network marker protein 
(Schweizer et al., 1997). 
More recently, an ECE-1 family member, ECE-ld, a novel isoform of 767 amino 
acids, was found to be generated from the same gene through an additional 
promoter located upstream from the third exon of ECE-1 gene. ECE-ld 
converting activity is comparable to that of the other three isoenzymes. ECE-ld 
is also expressed at the cell surface. The ECE-la isoform is strongly expressed at 
the plasma membrane, in primary cultures of endothelial cells but absent from 
primary cultures of smooth muscle cells (Valdenaire et al., 1999). 
- 1 9 -
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Figure 1.5 Organization of the upstream regions of the human ECE-1 genomic DNA 
Exons 4-19, common to all isoforms and encoding the major part of ECE-1 cDNA, are not 
represented. The four first exons (Ic, lb, 2，3) are represented above the 5' extremities of the 
ECE-1 isoform mRNAs. Exon parts and their mRNA counterparts are represented with 
identical shades. The start codons of the four isoforms are indicated. Four promoters (black 
ellipses) located upstream from the four exons, respectively, drive the transcription of primary 
transcripts which are then spliced out according to the donor (d) or acceptor (a) sites that they 
include. The size of the first intron remains unknown. [Valdenaire, 1999 #440] 
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1.1.2.2 Endothelin converting enzyme-2 (ECE-2) 
The ECE-2, another member of the ECE family, was discovered in 1995 (Emoto 
and Yanagisawa, 1995). The enzyme was extracted from bovine adrenal cortex 
and cloned by highly degenerated primers derived from ECE-1. They share an 
overall 59% identity in the deduced amino acid sequences of ECE-1 (Figure 1.6). 
Though ECE-2 and ECE-1 are very similar, there are different properties 
between them. The sensitivity of ECE-2 to phosphoramidon is 250-fold higher 
than the one of ECE-1. Besides, ECE-2 has an acidic pH optimum at pH5.5 and 
virtually inactive at neutral pH. That is a great contrast to ECE-1, which has an 
neutral pH6.8 optimum (Emoto and Yanagisawa, 1995). 
ECE-2 mRNA was most abundantly expressed in the adult brain followed by 
adrenal glands, overy and uterus. In developing heart, ECE-2 mRNA was 
exclusively expressed in the mesenchyme of endocardial cushions. In the ECE-2 
knockout model, mice were healthily grown into adulthood and fertile, 
presenting no detectable defects in embryonic development. But, when the null 
ECE-2 alleles were introduced into an ECE-1 null background, the cardiac 
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defects became more severe than those ECE-l—" models. This indicates that there 
is a functional redundancy between ECE-1 and ECE-2 in embryonic 
development, and ECE-2 may play a role in murine cardiac development 
(Yanagisawa et al., 2000). 
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Figure 1.6 Amino acid alignment of bovine ECE-2 to ECE-1 
According to the similarity scale, the N-terminus of both shared no similarity 
while they shared a 60-70% of similarity in the C-terminus. 
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1.1.3 Endothelin receptors 
Three endothelin receptors are cloned and designated as endothelin receptor A 
(ETRA), endothelin receptor B (ETRB) and endothelin receptor C (ETRc) 
(Watanabe et al., 1989; Ami et al., 1990; Sakurai et al., 1990;). They belonged to 
the rhodopsin superfamily of G protein-coupled receptors. They were 
characterized with the N-terminal region located on the extracellular surface of 
the plasma membrane, an integral-membrane region consisting of seven helical 
transmembrane domains, and a C-terminal region in the cytoplasm (Figure 1.7). 
The cDNAs encoded for human ETRA and ETRB are approximately 5 5 % 
homologous. ETRA favours for ET-1 and ET-2 but not ET-3 whilst ETRB 
favours for all endothelin isoforms with equal affinity (Takayanagi et al., 1991). 
ETRc was cloned from Xenopus laevis melanocytes which showed increased 
specificity for ET-3 and exhibits 50% amino acid sequence homology with 
ETRA and ETRB. Homolog of this receptor subtype was not yet found in 
mammals (Kame et al., 1993). 
ETRA and ETRB genes are represented as single genes in the human, bovine, 
porcine, and murine genomes. In human, ETRA and ETRB are located on 
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chromosome 4 and 13 respectively (Hosoda et al., 1992; Arai et al., 1993;). 
Human, bovine, porcine, and murine ETR genes are composed of multiple exons 
and introns. A single transcriptional start has been observed for the ETR a gene 
in these species (Hosoda et al., 1992), whereas alternate transcriptional initiation 
of the ETRB gene has been observed in murine and bovine brain ( Mizuno et al” 
1992; Cheng et al., 1993). Furthermore, an ETRB variant arising from alternative 
RNA splicing has been observed in human brain, placenta, lung and heart 
(Shyamala et al., 1994). 
Besides ETs, the ETRs are also activated by the structurally similar snake-venom 
toxins, the sarafotoxins (Sokolovsky, 1992). Linear analogs of these peptides, 
such as IRL-1620 and IRL-1736, have been found to be agonists-selective for the 
ETRB (Takai et al., 1992). The discovery of antagonists of the ETRs, both 
peptide (BQ 123) (Clozel and Watanabe, 1993) and nonpeptide molecules (SB 
209670, Ro 40203, and BMS 182874) (Clozel et al., 1993; Elliott et al., 1994) 
(Ohlstein et al., 1994; Stein et al., 1994), provided a number of structurally 
diverse ligands to investigate receptor/ligand interactions as well as to establish 
the pharmacological significance of the ET system. 
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Figure 1.7 Endothelin receptors ETR^ and ETRg 
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They were subtypes of G protein-coupled heptahelical receptors, in which 
they were characterized by an amino-terminal region located on the 丨 
extracellular surface of the plasma membrane, an integral-membrane region 
consisting of seven helical transmembrane domains connected by 
hydrophilic loops alternately on the cytoplasmic and extracellular surfaces 
of the plasma membrane, and a carboxyl terminal region in the cytoplasm. 
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1.2 Signal-transduction mechanisms in ET system 
Vascular smooth muscle cell stimulation involves a series of biochemical and 
morphological events for vessel relaxation and contraction. ET is the most potent 
stimulator of smooth muscle contraction. ET stimulation in smooth muscle 
involves two primary biological elements: contraction and mitogenesis. The 
intracellular-signaling cascade resulting from ET binding to the cell surface 
receptor on smooth muscle is shown in Figure 1.8. The interaction between ET 
receptors and a specific guanine nucleotide regulatory protein (G protein) results 
in the activation of multiple-effector proteins. Phospholipase C activation leads 
to the rapid hydrolysis of the membrane inositol phospholipid 
phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate, yielding inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate (IP3) 
and sn 1,2-diacylglycerol (DAG). DAG is believed to be the physiological 
stimulus for protein kinase C (PKC) activation. The rapid rise of IP3 initiates 
Ca2+ release from the intracellular storage sites by stimulating the IP3 receptor on 
2+ 
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). The burst of IP3-dependent Ca release 
21 2+ activates other Ca -dependent processes. The ETRA was linked to a Ca 
channel (CaCh) in the plasma membrane that opened in response to receptor 
occupation by ET-1 or its agonists. This further increased the intracellular Ca^ "^  
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content. ETs were found able to open nonselective cation channels (NsCh) or 
chloride channel (ClCh) to induce cellular depolarization by increasing an influx 
of Na+ and an efflux of CI", respectively. Ets opened potassium channels (KCh) 
which leads to the passive efflux of K+ and hyperpolarization which inhibit the 
CaCh and Ca^ "" influx (Masaki et al., 1999; Neylon, 1999). 
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Figure 1.8 Intracellular signaling pathways activated by Ets in vascular smooth 
muscle cells 
The interaction between ET receptors (ETR) and a specific guanine nucleotide 
regulatory protein (G protein) results in the activation of a cascade of reactions. 
Endothelins (Ets); phospholipase C (PLC); inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate (IP3); 1,2-
diacylglycerol (DAG); protein kinase C (PKC) activation; Ca^ ^ channel (CaCh); 
cation channels (NsCh); chloride channel (CICh); potassium channels (KCh) 
(Adapted from RBI handbook 2000). 
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Binding of ETs to ETRA and ETRB heptahelical G protein-coupled receptors results in 
activation of at least three classes of G proteins (Gs, Gi and Gq). Interestingly, 
different domains of the ETR structure are required for the coupling of different G 
proteins. Ga protein coupling is associated to the activation of the second messenger 
system. Gs coupling results in the activation of adenylate cyclase; Gi activation leads 
to the inhibition of adenylate cyclase and probably the activation of voltage-gated 
Ca2+ channels. Gq coupling most likely is linked to activation of PLC and a 
nonselective cation channel (Masaki et al., 1999). 
Each ETR can differentially alter cAMP metabolism. The ETRA stimulates cAMP 
accumulation via Gas whereas the ETRB inhibits forskolin-stimulated accumulation 
of cAMP via God. These processes include activation of phospholipases A2, C and D, 
mobilization of both intra- and extracellularly calcium stores, activation of various 
protein kinase C isoforms with subsequent activation of mitogen-activated kinase, and 
activation of adenylate and guanylate eclases. Although several of these events may 
not be directly mediated by G-proteins activated by ETRs, it is clear that ETRA and 
ETRB can directly couple to multiple, yet distinct signal transduction pathways (Liu et 
al., 1999). 
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1.3 The aim of the present thesis 
The endothelin system includes the components: endothelins (Es), endothelin 
converting enzymes (ECEs) and endothelin receptors (ETRs). Endothelin converting 
enzyme, the key proteolytic enzyme, plays an important in regulating the whole ET 
system. It cleaves the inactive precursor big endothelin (ET) to the potent 
vasoconstrictor peptide ET. Understanding its physiological and pharmacological may 
give us more insights on the ET system. ECE-2, the less reported ECE family member 
is chosen for study, due to its characteristic distribution in brain and less study has 
been made on it. Rat is chosen as the animal study model, since other ECE family 
members have been widely investigated in such specief where comparisons between 
the ECE-1 and ECE-2 can be made. In this research, the rat endothelin converting 
enzyme-2, one of the ECE isoforms was cloned and characterized. 
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Chapter 2 
Materials and Methods 
2.1 Primer Design 
The primers were constructed with reference to the reported bovine ECE-2 and the 
human putative ECE-2. The primers were synthesized from Life Technologies, where 
Table 1 shows the designed primers and the orientation. 
Primer ID Length (bp) Orientation Sequence 5' - 3' 
ABO 11176— 132F 18 forward CTC CAC CAT GAA CGT CGC 
ABOI 1176—1807R 20 reverse GGG TCA TGC TCC ACT GGT CT 
ABO 11176_3911" 20 forward TAC CAC AGA GAC CCA TCC CA 
ABO 11176_883F 20 forward ATC CAG GTG GAC CAG TCT GG 
ABO 11176_9()2R 18 reverse CCA GAC TGG TCC ACC TGG 
ABO 11176_1213F 18 forward TCT GAG CCT GTG GTG GTG 
ABO 11176_:442R 21 reverse CCA GGT CTA CCA CAC CTC AC A 
ABO 11176_457R 20 reverse GG A TTT TTC CAG CCA CTC G 
ABO 11176_ 1590R 20 reverse GGT CTT CTC GTC CAT CCA A A 
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AB011176_2099R 21 reverse AGC CTC TCT CCA TTG ACC TGG 
Table 1 Sequences were synthesized accordingly to the putative human ECE-2 
(genebank accession number AB011176). 
2.2 Total RNA Isolation 
Total RNA was isolated using the TRIZOL®LS reagent purchased from the Life 
Technologies, Inc. with minor modifications on the suggested protocol. For each 100 
mg Sprague Dawley brain tissues, 1 ml TRIZOL®LS reagent was added and 
homogenized on ice with a power homogenizer. Samples were incubated 5 min at 
room temperature, and 0.2 ml chloroform was added to each 1 ml TRIZOL(DLS 
reagent. The samples were vortexed for 15 sec and incubated at room temperature for 
2 min. The mixtures were centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C. The colorless 
upper aqueous phases were transferred to a clean microfuge tube, and 0.5 ml 
isopropyl alcohol (Sigma) was added per 1 ml of TRIZOL®LS reagent. Samples were 
incubated for 10 min at room temperature and centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 10 min at 
4°C. After the supernatant was removed, the RNA pellets were washed with 1 ml 
70% ethanol (EtOH). Samples were vortexed and centrifuged at 7,500 rpm for 5 min 
at 4°C. After the supematants were removed, the RNA pellets were air-dried for 10 
min at room temperature and re-dissolved in 20 |al autoclaved nanopure H2O. The 
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solutions were incubated for 10 min at 55�C to redissolve RNAs. The RNAs were 
stored at -70°C until in use. 
2.3 Reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) 
2.3.1 First Strand cDNA Synthesis 
The reverse transcription was performed according to the manufacturer's protocol 
(Life Technologies, Inc.). Total RNAs from rat brain were used as templates using 0.5 
oligo (dT)i2-i8 as primer. The mixture was heated to 70°C for 10 min and then 
chilled on ice. Aliquots of 5x first strand buffer (250 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.3, 375 mM 
KCl, 15 mM MgCl2), O.IM DTT, 10 mM dNTP mix (10 mM each dATP, dGTP, dCTP 
and dTTP at neutral pH) and Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Life Technologies, 
Inc.) were then added to the mixture. The reaction proceeded at 42 °C for 50 min and 
followed by heat inactivation for 15 min at 70°C. 
2.3.2 PGR reaction 
PGR reaction was carried out with four-fold diluted first strand cDNA generated in 
2.2.3.1 mixed gently with the IX PGR Buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.4, 50 mM KCl), 
2 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM dNTP mixture, PGR primers (0.5 |iM each) and Taq DNA 
polymerase (0.025 U/|L11). The PGR reaction was: 94�C for 3 min, followed by 30 
cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 30 sec, annealation at 61�C for 30 sec, and 
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extension at 72°C for 1 min. The PGR products were then analyzed in 0.8% agarose 
gel electrophoresis. 
2.4 Agarose gel electrophoresis 
0.8 g agarose (Life Technologies, Inc.) was mixed with 100 ml IX TAB buffer (40 
mM Tris acetate, 2 mM EDTA). The mixture was heat in a microwave oven for 3 min 
at the medium power or until all agarose was dissolved. 50 |LI1 of ethidium bromide (1 
mg/ml) was added to the warm agarose solution and mixed well in a fume hood. The 
solution was pour and cast at room temperature in the gel set for 30 min. The 
solidified gel was immersed in the gel tank filled with 1 X TAB just covered the gel 
surface. PGR products were mixed with 6 X DNA loading buffer (0.25% 
bromophenol blue, 30% glycerol in 1 X TAB) and loaded to appropriate wells in the 
gel. The eletrophoresis was run at lOOV to 120V with appropriate DNA markers. 
2.5 Ligation of PGR inserts to cloning vector by TA cloning method 
The vector pBlueScript KS' n (Stratagene) was 3，blunt-end digested with EcoRV 
(Life Technologies, Inc.) at 37°C overnight. A dT-overhang was added to the 
linearized vector by incubation with 2 mM dTTP, IX PGR buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl 
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pH 8.4’ 50 mM KCl), 2 mM MgCli (Life Technologies, Inc.) and Taq polymerase (0.2 
U/|il) at 70�C for 2 hrs, in order to facilitate TA cloning. PGR products were purified 
by PGR product purification kit (Qiagen), with the protocol as described by the 
manufacture. The vector pBlueScript KS_ and the purified PGR products were mixed 
at a molar ratio from 1:3 to 1:10 and ligated at 14�C overnight with T4 ligase in 
ligation buffer as provided by the vendor (Life Technologies, Inc.). 
2.6 Competent cell preparation 
The competent E. coli was prepared by a rubidium chloride (RbCl) (USB) method. E. 
coli strain dH5a colonies were picked and grown in Lennox L Broth (LB) (Life 
Technologies, Inc.) overnight. An aliquot of 2 ml of the bacterial culture was 
inoculated in 100 ml LB and incubated at 37°C for 3-4 hrs. The culture was collected 
and chilled on ice for 10 min. The cells were centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min at 
4°C. The bacterial pellets were collected and resuspended in 30 ml filter sterilized RF 
I solution (100 mM RbCl, 50 mM MnCl2.4H20, 30 mM potassium acetate, 10 mM 
CaCl2.2H20 and 15%(w/v) glycerol, pH5.8). The culture was chilled on ice for 15 
min and then centrifuged as mentioned before. The pellets were collected and 
resuspended in 8 ml filter sterilized RF 2 (10 mM MOPS, 10 mM RbCl, 75 mM 
CaCl2.2H20 and 15%(w/v) glycerol, pH6.8). The resuspened culture was chilled on 
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ice for 15 min and aliquoted 200 |LI1 each in microfuge tubes. The competent cells 
were stored at 一80°C until in use. 
2.7 Transformation and Screening 
The ligated vectors were transformed to competent E. coli dH5a in the following 
ways. An amount of 10 jil of the ligation product was mixed with 200 [i\ competent 
cells and chilled on ice for 30 min. The mixture was heated at 4 2 � C for 90 sec then 
and placed quickly back on ice for 2 min. The transformed cells were recovered at 
37°C for 1 � 2 hrs with additional 500 |LI1 LB medium. The cells were spread on LB 
agar plates containing 40 |ig/ml 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-P-D-galactoside (X-Gal) 
(Promega), 40 |Lig/ml isopropylthio-P-D-galactoside (IPTG) (Sigma) and 100 \ig/m\ 
ampicillin (Sigma). The plates were then incubated at 37�C overnight. 
Colonies containing the expected inserts were screened by the blue-white screening 
method.. White or pale blue colonies were picked and grown in 2 ml LB medium 
overnight at 37°C. An aliquot of 100 |il bacterial culture and 100 |il 
phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alchohol (25:24:1) were mixed and centrifuged at 13,000 
rpm for 2min. An aliquot of 10 jil of the supernatant from each tube was taken out 
and analyzed in 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis. Plasmid containing the inserts 
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should show a higher molecular weight in the gel than the wild type pBlueScript KS" 
n (Stratagene) control. 
2.8 Plasmid DNA Extraction 
For colonies having the expected inserts, the plasmid DNA was extracted from the 
remaining bacterial cultures using the plasmid extraction kit (Roche). The plasmid 
DNA was re-dissolved in 30 |il H2O and an aliquot was submitted for DNA 
sequencing. The remaining plasmid DNAs were stored at - 2 0 � C until in use. 
2.9 DNA sequencing 
The cloned DNA inserts in the resulting plasmids were sequenced by the ALF 
automated DNA Sequencer and the MegaBACE 1000 System. They were based on 
the dyed primer chemistry and the dye terminator chemistry respectively. The 
sequencing was carried out by the DNA sequencing service team at the Biochemistry 
department of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
2.10 DIG RNA Labeling 
2.10.1 Plasmid Linearization 
The DIG RNA Labeling method was modified from the protocol provided by the 
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supplier (Roche Molecular Biochemicals). The plasmid pBluescript KS (Stratagene) 
containing the rat ECE2 cDNA was linearized either by the digestion of EcoRI or 
Xhol separately overnight. The linearized plasmid DNAs were served as templates for 
the generation of the sense and anti-sense probe respectively. The linearized plasimds 
were purified with phenol/chloroform and precipitated by ethanol as described 
previously by Maniatis (1989). 
2.10.2 Transcription 
DIG RNA probes were generated by in vitro transcription with T7 or T3 RNA 
polymerase. 1 jug purified plasmid DNA was used as the template for each reaction. 
The reaction mixture included 2 |il NTP labeling mixture (lOx), 2 |LI1 transcription 
buffer (lOx, 0.4M Tris-HCl pH8.0, 60 mM MgCls, lOOmM dithiothreitol, 20 mM 
spermidine), l|al RNase inhibitor (20 units/|Lil), RNase-free H2O and the T3 or T7 
RNA polymerase (20 units/|il) were added to the template as described by the 
manufacturer. The mixtures were incubated for 2hr at 37°C and 0.2 M EDTA was 
added in afterwards to stop the reaction. 
2.10.3 Probe purification 
‘ RNA probes were recovered by adding 300 [i\ dcfflbO, 1 |xl glycogen (4 mg/ml), 100 
jil 100% ethanol (-20�C) and 10 |ll 4M LiCl were added to the 20 |il Dig RNA probe 
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suspension. The mixture was mixed gently and kept at -80°C for 30 min. It was then 
centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 20 min at The supernatant was discarded and the 
pellet was rinsed by adding 100 |il 70% ethanol (-20°C), followed by centrifugation 
at 14,000 rpm for 5—10 min at 4°C. The supernatant was removed and the pellet was 
left at room temperature for 5 - 1 0 min. The pellet was resuspended in 300 |Lil ddHzO. 
1 \i\ 4mg/ml glycogen, 15 |Lil 7.8M ammonium acetate and 100 |il 100% ethanol were 
added to the resuspended probe solution, mixed well and kept at -80°C overnight. The 
RNA probe was precipitated by centrifugation and washed with 70% ethanol as 
mentioned previously. The RNA probe was redissolved in 20 |LI1 RNase-free H2O and 
kept at -80�C for storage. 
2.11 In situ hybridizaion 
2.11.1 Tissue preparation and slide mounting 
The rat brains were surgically removed and immediately kept frozen in isopentane 
chilled in liquid nitrogen in a beaker. The tissues were brought to —20�C in the 
cryostat (MICROM, HM505E). 12 |im sections were cut on the cryostat at -20°C and 
thaw mounted on the APES-treated microscopic slides. The slides were dried on a 
slide warmer at 60°C for 2hr or air dried at room temperature overnight. They were 
fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in phosphate buffer (PBS) for 15 min, washed in 
PBS 5 min each for 3 times, dehydrated in 70% and 100% EtOH 5 min each followed 
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by air dry overnight. The slides were stored at - 7 0 � C in air-tight slide box until use. 
The C6 glioma cells were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) 
(Life Technologies, Inc.), supplemented with 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Life 
Technologies, Inc.) and 10% fetal bovine serum (Life Technologies, Inc.) at 37�C 
with 5% CO2. The cells were plated out and grown on 12mm diameter circular 
coverslips in 24 well culture plates (Coming). When 50-60% confluence was reached, 
the medium was removed. The cells were fixed by 4% PFA in PBS, washed by PBS 
and dehydrated in the way same as described above. 
2.11.2 Non-radioactive in situ hybridization 
Slides were brought to room temperature in an air tight slide box before use. They 
were heat treated in 0.01 M sodium citrate (pH6.0, DEPC treated) at the maximum 
power in a microwave oven (National) for 10 min, washed in DEPC treated 2x SSC 
for 5 min and pre-hybridized in hybridization buffer (5x SSC, 50% formaldehyde, 100 
|ag/ml Hairing DNA, 50 ^ig/ml heparin, 10 \ig/m\ yeast total RNA, 0.1% Tween-20) at 
42°C for 1 hr. Sections were then hybridized with DIG-labeled RNA probes (both 
anti-sense and sense, 100 ng/ml in hybridization buffer) at 42°C for 1 hr. They were 
washed in 2x SSC 5 min each for twice at room temperature and O.lx SSC at 42°C for 
10 min. They were then equilibrated in Buffer 1 (0.1 M maleic acid, 0.15 M NaCl, 
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pH7.5) for 5 min and blocked in Buffer 2 (1% blocking reagent (Roche) in Buffer 1) 
for 30 min. The sections were then incubated with anti-Digoxigenin-AP Fab 
fragments (Roche) 1:500, in Buffer 2) at 4 � C overnight. The slides were washed in 
Buffer 1 5 min each for twice and equilibrated in Buffer 3 (0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH9.5, 
0.1 M NaCl, 0.05 M MgCl�）for 5 min. Color developing solution (0.338 mg/ml NBT 
and 0.175 mg/ml X-phosphate in Buffer 3) (Roche) was added to the sections and 
incubated overnight in dark. Slides were rinsed in ddHzO and dehydrated in 70% and 
100% EtOH 5 min each. After air-dried, sections were mounted in Canada Balsam 
(Sigma) for storage and examined with a Zesis Axiophor microscope equipped with a 
cooled-CDD camera. Digital images were captured with Metamorph and 
photomicrographs were processed by Photoshop 5.0. 
2.12 Whole Mount non-radioactive in situ hybridization 
2.12.1 Dissection and fixation 
Rat embryos at the desired prenatal gestation ages were dissected and pinched with a 
fine forcep at the lumen to prevent probe trapping. The embryos were briefly washed 
in PBS and fixed in 4% PFA in PBS overnight at 4�C. They were washed in PBST 
(0.1% filter sterilized Tween-20 in PBS) for twice with 5 min each. They were 
gradually dehydrated for 5 min each in 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% MeOH in PBST. 
After an additional wash in 100% MeOH, embryos were stored in the MeOH 
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at —20�C or used for further experiment directly. 
2.12.2 Hybridization 
Embryos were rehydrated 5 min each in 75%, 50%, 25% MeOH in PBST and in 
PBST for twice. Rehydrated embryos were bleached for 1 hr in 6% H2O2 in PBST at 
room temperature and washed 5 min each in PBST for twice. The embryos were 
digested by 10 |ig/ml Proteinase K in PBST for 15 min and washed 5 min each in 
PBST for twice. Digested embryos were post-fixed in freshly mixed 0.2% 
glutaraldehyde in 4% PFA in PBS for 20 min, They were washed in PBST 5 min each 
for twice. The embryos were incubated in prehybridization solution (50% formamide, 
5x SSC pH4.5, 1% SDS, 50 |ig/ml yeast total RNA, 50 |Lig/ml heparin) 1 hr at 70�C. 
After that, the solution was replaced by hybridization solution containing the RNA 
probe (100 ng/ml RNA probe in prehybridization solution) and incubated at 70°C 
overnight. 
2.12.3 Antibody incubation 
The rat embryos were washed twice with Solution I (50% formamide, 5x SSC pH4.5, 
1% SDS) for 30 min each at 70�C. They were then washed with Solution n (50% 
formamide, 2x SSC pH4.5) for 30 min each for 3 times at 65°C and in TEST 5 min 
each for 3 times. The embryos were preblocked with 10% goat serum (Zymed) in 
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TEST for 60 min. The goat serum was replaced with the antibody preabsorbed by 
mouse embryo powder and the rat embryos were incubated overnight at 4°C. 
Preabsorbed antibody was prepared in the following way. For every 2 ml preabsorbed 
antibody solution, 3 mg mouse embryo powder was mixed with 0.5 ml TEST and heat 
to 70�C for about 30 min. The mixture was cooled on ice then. 5 |LI1 100% goat serum 
(Zymed) and 1 |il anti-DIG Fab fragments (Roche) were added in and left on ice for 1 
hour. It was spun down at 14,000 rpm for 10 min at 4�C. The supernatant was 
transferred to a new microfuge tubes and diluted to 2 ml with 1% goat serum in 
TEST. 
2.12.4 Histochemistry 
The embryos were washed for 1 hr each in 2 mM levamisole (Sigma) in TEST for 5 
times and left in TEST overnight at room temperature to improve the background. 
They were washed 10 min each in freshly made alkaline phosphatase buffer (100 mM 
NaCl, 100 mM Tris.HCl pH9.5, 50 mM MgCli, 1% Tween-20, 2 mM levamisole) for 
3 times. The embryos were incubated in the color developing solution (0.33 mg/ml 
NBT and 0.18 mg/ml X-Phos, in alkaline phosphate buffer, Roche) in the dark for 
several hours to overnight. The reaction was stopped by washing the embryos in TE 
buffer, pH8.0 and post-fixed in 4% PFA in PBS for 1 hr at 4°C. They were cleared in 
50% glycerol in PBS and stored in dark at 4°C until photo documentation or 
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sectioning. 




3.1 The molecular cloning of ECE-2 from rat brain 
The partial and complete nucleotide sequences for the rat ECE-2 cDNAs were cloned 
by RT-PCR using the rat brain cDNA as template, by applying different combinations 
of primers in PGR. Two of the largest cDNAs (�2 .3 kilobases) of ECE-2 cDNAs were 
isolated and sequenced. Sequence analyses of these two cDNAs revealed that they are 
2295 bp and 2256 bp in length respectively. Figure 3.3 shows the complete nucleotide 
sequences and the deduced amino acid sequences of rat ECE-2a and ECE-2b. These 
two nucleotide sequences are almost identical except for a truncation of 39 bp at the 
5'end of the transcript. This truncation results in the deletion of 13 amino acid 
residues at the N-terminal of the coding sequence. The 13 amino acid residues are: 
EVTVEGRAIQDSL corresponding to amino acid residues at position 29-41 of the 
ECE-2a. The long isoform was designated as ECE-2a as it is highly homologous to 
the published human ECE-2 sequence whereas the short isoform was designated as 
ECE-2b (Figure 3.3). The deduced protein sequences of the rat ECE-2a and ECE-2b 
was 765 a.a. and 752 a.a. respectively. 
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It is noted that the existence of ECE-2b is a bit questionable. It might be arised due to 
the looping out of mRNA during the reverse transcription reaction and therefore 
truncation of the ECE-2a. Further confirmations are needed before making a solid 
conclusion. However, analysis and discussion of the ECE-2b was still made in the 
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Figure 3.1 Screening test result for ECE-2 cDNA inserts in plasmid. 
The DNA bands shown were plasmids extracted from transformed E. ColL Plasmid 
with size greater than the basal level (plasmid with no insert) was suspected 
containing the target gene insert. 
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Figure 3.2 Cloning of rat ECE-2 from brain tissues 
Full sequence of rat ECE-2 was isolated by RT-PCR and analyzed in a 0.8% agarose 
gel. The size of the ECE-2 was about 2.3 kb. Primers employed were AB011176—132F 
CTC CAC CAT GAA CGT CGC and AB011176_2442R CCA GGT CTA CCA CAC CTC 
ACA. 
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7 1 5 g c t g a t t c g a a g a g t t c t a a c a g c a a c a t c a t c c a g g t g g a c c a g t c t g g g c t t t t t c t a 
A D S K S S N S N I I Q V D Q S G L F L 2 5 8 
7 7 5 c c c t c t c g t g a t t a c t a c c t a a a t a g a a c t g c c a a t g a g a a a g t t c t c g c t g c c t a c c t g 
P S R D Y Y L N R T A N E K V L A A Y L 2 7 8 
8 3 5 g a c t a c a t g g t g g a g c t g g g a a t g c t g c t g g g t g g a c a g c c g a c c t c c a c c c ^ g c g c a g 
D Y M V E L G M L L G G Q P T |S T R| A Q 2 9 8 
8 9 5 a t g c a g c a g g t g c t g g a a c t g g a g a t a c a a c t g g c t a c c a t c a c t g t g c c c c a g g a c c a g 
M Q Q V L E L E I Q L A T I T V P Q D Q 3 1 8 
9 5 5 c g g c g t g a t g a g g a g a a g a t c t a t c a c a a g a t g a g c a t c t c a g a g c t g c a g a c t c t a g c a 
R R D E E K I Y H K M S I S E L Q T L A 3 3 8 
1 0 1 5 c c c t c c a t g g a c t g g c t g g a g t t c c t t t c t t t c t t g t t g t c g c c a c t t g a g t t g g g c g a t 
P S M D W L E F L S F L L S P L E L G D 3 5 8 
1 0 7 5 t c t g a g c c t g t g g t g g t g t a t g g g a c t g a g t a t t t a c a g c a g g t g t c g g a g c t c a t t a a c 
S E P V V V Y G T E Y L Q Q V S E L l i 3 7 8 
1 1 3 5 c g t a c g g a a c c a a g c a t c c t g a a c a a t t a c c t a a t t t g g a a c c t g g t g c a g a a g a c a a c c 
R T E P S I L N N Y L I W N L V Q K T T 3 9 8 
1 1 9 5 t c g a g c c t c g a c c a g c g c t t t g a g a c t g c a c a g g a g a a g c t a c t g g a g a c c c t c t a c g g t 
S S L D Q R F E T A Q E K L L E T L Y G 4 1 8 
1 2 5 5 a c c a a g a a g t c c t g c a c c c c g a g g t g g c a g a c c t g c a t c t c c a a t a c a g a t g a t g c c c t t 
T K K| S C |T P R| W Q T C I S N T D D A L 4 3 8 
1 3 1 5 g g c t t c g c t c t g g g c t c g c t c t t t g t g a a g c c c a c a t t t g a c c g a c a a a g c a a g g a a a t t 
G F A L G S L F V K P T F D R Q S K E 工 4 5 8 
1 3 7 5 g c c g a g g g g a t g a t c a g t g a a a t c c g t g c t g c t t t t g a g g a g a c t c t g g a a a a c t t g g t t 
A E G M I S E I R A A F E E T L E N L V 4 7 8 
1 4 3 5 t g g a t g g a c g a g a a g a c c c g g c t g g c a g c c a a g g a g a a a g c a g a t g c c a t c t a t g a t a t g 
W M D E K T R L A A K E K A D A I Y D M 4 9 8 
1 4 9 5 a t t g g t t t c c c t g a t t t c a t c t t g g a g c c c a g a g a a c t g g a t g a t g t t t a t g a t g g g t a t 
工 G F P D F I L E P R E L D D V Y D G Y 5 1 8 
1 5 5 5 a a a a t c t c t q a a q a t t c t t t t t t c c a a a a c a t g c t g a a c c t a t a c a a c t t c t c a g c t a a g 
E V S E D S F F Q N M L N L Y K| 5 3 8 
1 6 1 5 g t g a t g g c t g a c c a g c t c c g c a a a c c t c c c a g c c g a g a c c a g t g g a g c a t g a c g c c t c a g 
V M A D Q L R K P P S R D Q W S M T P Q 5 5 8 
1 6 7 5 a c t g t g a a c g c t t a c t a c c t t c c a a c t a a g a a t g a a a t c g t c t t c c c t g c t g g c a t c t t g 
T V N A Y Y L P T K N E I V F P A G I L 5 7 8 
1 7 3 5 c a g g c c c c c t t c t a t g c t c a c a a c c a c c c a a a g g c t t t g a a c t t c g g t g g c a t c g g t g t g 
Q A P F Y A H N H P K A L N F G G I G V 5 9 8 
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1 7 9 5 g t g a t g g g c c a c g a g t t g a c a c a t g c c t t t g a t g a c c a a g g g c g a g a g t a t g a c c a a g a a 
V M G H E L T H A F D D Q G R E Y D Q E 618 
1 8 5 5 g g g a a t c t g c g g c c t t g g t g g c a g a a t g a g t c a c t c a c g g c t t t c c a g a a t c a t a c a g c c 
G N L R P W W Q M E ^ L T A F Q M H I ^ A 6 3 8 
1 9 1 5 t g c a t g g a a g a a c a g t a c a a c c a g t a c c a g g t c a a t g g a g a g a g g c t c a a c g g a c t c c a g 
C M E E Q Y N Q Y Q V N G E R L N G L Q 6 5 8 
1 9 7 5 a c c c t g g g g g a a a a c a t c g c c g a t a a t g g g g g c c t c a a g g c t g c t t a c a a t g c a t a c a a a 
T L G E N I A D N G G L K A A Y N A Y K 6 7 8 
2 0 3 5 g c a t g g c t g a g g a a g c a t g g g g a g g a g c a g c c g c t g c c t g c t g t g g g g c t c a c c a a t c a c 
A W L R K H G E E Q P L P A V G L T N H 6 9 8 
2 0 9 5 c a g c t g t t c t t c g t g g g a t t t g c t c a g g t g t g g t g c t c g g t c c g c a c a c c a g a g a g c t c t 
Q L F F V G F A Q V W C |S V R| T P E S S 7 1 8 
2 1 5 5 c a c g a g g g g c t g g t g a c c g a c c c c c a c a g c c c t g c c c g t t t c c g a g t g c t g g g c a c t c t c 
H E G L V T D P H S P A R F R V L G T L 7 3 8 
2 2 1 5 t c c a a c t c c c g a g a c t t c c t t c g g c a c t t c g g c t g c c c t g t c g g c t c c c c c a t g a a c c c a 
S N S R D F L R H F G C P V G S P M N P 7 5 8 
2 2 7 5 g g g c a g c t a t g t g a g g t g t g g t a g a c c t g g a 
G Q L C E V W - 7 6 5 
Figure 3.3 Deduced amino acid sequences of two isoforms of rat ECE-2 (ECE-2a and 
ECE-2b) 
ECE-2a was designated as the 765 a.a enzyme whereas the ECE-2b as the 752 a.a 
isoform. The two ECE-2 were identical except for a 13-a.a. truncated sequence at the 
N-terminus in ECE-2b (underlined; corresponding to a.a. at pos. 29-41). The 
transmembrane region (61 a.a. to 83 a.a.) was highlighted in the underlined gray box. 
The N-glycosylation sites were boxed in the gray boxes, whereas the protein kinase C 
phosphorylation sites were boxed in white boxes. The characteristic zinc-binding 
region (599 a.a. to 608 a.a.) of the neutral zinc metallopeptidase was highlighted by 
bold blue characters. 
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3.2 Sequence characteristics of rat ECE-2 
The deduced amino acid sequences of both are listed in Figure 2.3. ECE-2a is of 765 
a.a whereas the ECE-2b is of 752 a.a.. Both the sequences of the ECE-2a and ECE-2b 
were analyzed by the ProtParam fhttp://www.expasY.ch/cgi-bin/Drotparani/). With 
reference of the calculation made by the ProtParam, ECE-2a had molecular weight 
86558.8 and theoretical pi 5.07. The estimated half-life was about 30 hr if it was in 
mammalian reticulocytes. The instability index (H) was computed to be 51.85, which 
was classified as unstable. For the ECE-2b, it had deduced molecular weight 85160.3 
and theoretical pi 5.12. The estimated half-life was about 30 hr if it was in 
mammalian reticulocytes. The instability index (11) was computed to be 52.18, which 
was classified as unstable. 
Similar to the bovine and human ECE-2, the deduced rat ECE-2 contains one 
transmembrane region with a short N-terminus intracellular region and a long 
C-terminus in the extracellular region according to the analysis by TMHMM 
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/) (Erik L.L. Sonnhammer, 1998). 
TMHMM is written for the prediction of transmembrane helices in proteins based on 
a hidden Markov model developed by Anders Krogh and Erik Sonnhammer (Center 
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for Biological Sequence Analysis, Department of Biotechnology, The Technical 
University of Denmark (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/)). The putative transmembrane region 
of ECE-2a started from 61 a.a. to 83 a.a. and the ECE-2b started from 48 a.a. to 70 
a.a. * 
Like other zinc-dependent metallopeptidase (with the notable exception of the 
carboxypeptidases), the two ECE-2 isoforms contain the common sequence motif, 
His-Glu-X-X-His (in which X represents a hydrophobic amino acid residue), in their 
primary structures that involve the binding of zinc ion. 
3.3 Comparison of rat ECE-2 with bovine and human ECE-2 and with the rat 
ECE-1 
The protein sequences of rat ECE-2 isoforms with human and bovine species ECE-2 
was analyzed by CLUSTAL W (1.81) Multiple Sequence Alignments, a multiple 
sequence alignment program provided freely by European Bioinfomatics Institute 
(EBI) at URL http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/. Figure 3.4 shows the alignment of rat 
ECE-2a and ECE-2b with the bovine (Emoto and Yanagisawa, 1995) and human 
ECE-2 (Lorenzo and and Marsden, 2000). The rat ECE-2a is 97%, 83% and 81% 
homologous of rat ECE-2b, human ECE-2 and bovine ECE-2 are respectively, with 
- 5 3 -
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reference to the BLAST 2.1 program in http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/ 
(National Center for Biotechnology Information). Figure 3.5 shows the amino acid 
sequence comparison of rat ECE-2a and ECE-lb. Similar to the bovine ECE-1 and 
ECE-2, the overall homology is about 60% only. 
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RatECE-2a MNVALQELGSGGSMVEYKR——AKLQDEELPEVTVEGRAI — Q 38 
ratECE-2b MNVALQELGSGGSMVEYKR AKLQDEELP 28 
h u m a n E C E - 2 M麗 . L Q E L G A G S I N M V E Y K . R — — A T L . R D E D A P E T P V E G G A S - - - P 3 8 
bovineECE-2 MRARYAHVPTLRWETMDVRALGFPSGSFDWLEKGTLDALLTGEQDPWTVSSEGVHTVDQ 60 
• . V' . S- 女 .. A' •、‘ 人"• • •< 
• • • S • • • 
ratECE-2a DSLEVGSQKRTRQLFGSHTQLELVIAGLILVLAALLLGCLYM;WVQYHRDPVKSTCITEA 98 
ratECE-2b -—EVGSQKRTRQLFGSHTQLELVLAGLILVLAALLLGCLVALWVQYHRDPVHSTCITEA 85 
humanECE-2 DAMEW;FQKGTRQLLGSRTQLELVLAGASLLLAALLLGCLVM�GVQYHRDPSHSTCLTEA 98 
bovineECE-2 VLNEAGFRKRTSRLLGLHTQLELVLAGVSLLLAALLLGCLVALGVQYHRDPSHSTCLTEA 120 
V. , V- V . r . r , V r V r v" v- •’k -k ’k 'k •>’: k -k * k ) A A > 人 > 少•入--
ratECE-2a CIRVAGKILESLDRGVSPCQDFYQFSCGGWIRRNPLPSGRSRV^NTFNSLVvDQNQAILKKL 158 
ratECE-2b CIRVAGKILESLDFIGVSPCQDFYQFSCGGWIFLRJ>JPLPSGRSRWNTFNSLWDQNQAILKHL 145 
humanECE-2 CIEVAGKILESLDEGVSPCEDFYQFSCGGwIRRHPLPDGESEWHTFNSLWDQNQAILKHL 158 
bovineECE-2 CIRVAGKILESLDRGVS?CEDFYQFSCGGWIRRN?L?DGRSRWNNSNSLWDQNQAILKHL 180 
K> 卞 卞.六•、大‘人V: -A • -/• 'A -A v . - - A -A -A v.- V- V V -> V -A 、人 V-" V -y > -y-
• ‘ ‘ 
ratECE-2a LENSTFESSSEAEEKTRSB'YLSCLKI.ERIEKLGAKFLQDLIDKIGGV^IMITGFWDEDHFME 218 
ratECE-2b LENSTFNSSSEAERKTRSFYLSCLHLERIEKLGAKPLQDLIDKIGGWNITGPWDEDI^FME 205 
humanECE_2 LENTTFNSSSEAEQKTQRFYi.SCLQVERIEELGAQPLRDLIEKTGGWNITGPWDQDNFME 218 
bovineECE-2 LENTTFNSSSEAERKTQRFYLSCLQVERIEELGAHALRDLIDKIGGWNVTGPWDQDNFME 240 
女々 -k . •k -、’ 女"V , 女. 女 V -V sr 々 .• "V 女 v 女.。< ^  女. 々 . . N' <' "•.‘々 •々 女 •々 •‘<、’、、< 
ratECE-2a VLKAVMGTYRAAPFFTVWGADSKSSNSNIQVDQSGLFLPSRDYYLNRTANEKVLAAYL 278 
ratECE-2b VLKAVAGTYKAAPFFTVYVGADSKSSNSN工工QVDQSGLFLPSRDYYLNRTTEKVLAAYL 265 
humanECE-2 yLKAVASTYIf<AT???TVYISADSKSSNSNVIQVDQSGL?I;?SRDYYI;I>reTANSKVI;TAYL 278 
bovineECE-2 VLKAVAGTYRATPFFTVYVSADSKSSNSNIIQVDQSGLFLPSRDYYLNRTANEKVLTAYL 300 
-A- -A -A •六卞-大-A V - , - A -A- •>.、>: • 卞 V V,- V-  V. . ,乂- -y 、, 、, > -A、•^  • •六 V- V- V V- V - •六 >• 
ratECE-2a DY麗.LGMLLGGQPTSTR_QQVLELEIQLATITWQDQRRDEEKIYHKMSISELQTLA 338 
ratECE-2b DYMVELGMLLGGQPTSTRAQMQQVLELE工QLATITVPQDQRRDEEKIYHKMSISELQTLA 325 
humanECE-2 DYMEELGMI.I.GGRPTSTREQMQQVLELEIQLANITV?QDQRRDEEKTYHXMSTSEI.QALA 338 
bovineECE-2 DYMEELGMLLGGQPTSTREQMRQVLELEIQLAKITVPQDQRRDEEKIYHKMSIAELQALA 360 
xr -<- -ir •<： • sr N- 々 -v 女•女 • k � • k r -v� ‘ x ^ r^ 々  V 人 ' V 人 - A -人‘ • ' r 、 . ."^r v 
ratECE-2a PSMD_FLSFLI.別画.卯SEPVWYGTE_QVSELINR'rEPSILNNYLIWNLVQKTT 398 
ratECE-2b PSMDWLEFLSFLLSPLELGDSEFWVYGTEYLQQVSELINRTEFSIL>MYLIWNLVQKTT 385 
humanECE-2 ?SMDm;E?LS?LLS?LELSDSEPVVVYGMDYLQOVSELINBTEPSII;HNYI.IWHIA/QKTT 398 
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bovineECE-2 P S ^ . L E F L S n . . , L S P L E L G D ^ V W Y G T D Y L Q Q V ^ 420 
•Sj -St ..Si •>： •>；• .义•.!< -ft -ii 'Si -.Si -i! .X '.At ,.st .六 .k '>• ,.v ',v -.y • •/< -h -H •‘< -.M -k .k .六•/< •>! .A .;.< '>« • . 六 . 片 “ 
ratECE-2a SSLDQRFETAQEKLLETLYGTKKSCTPRWQTCISNTDDALGFALGSLFVKPTFDRQSKEI 458 
ratECE-2b SSLDQRFETAQEKLLETLYGTKKSCTPRWQTCISNTDDALGFALGSLFVKPTFDRQSKET 445 
humanECE-2 SSLDEmFESAQEKLLETLYGTKKSCVPRWQTCISNTDDALGFALGSLFVKATFDRQSKE工 45 8 
bovineECE-2 SSLDHPFESAQEKLLETLYGTKKSCTPRWQTCISNTDDALGFALGSLFVKATFDPQSKEI 480 
,；.V； V. v.. • v. V; V； • V- V； v.- V； V； y- •；• y; v,- v.- V； >•• v- v- v- v； V；�).. V； X. ^；戈 ^：火 ^；欠 W 文 X. X. X. X.火.欠 Vf； V； X. X..大.…：‘：…. 
ratECE-2a A E G M I S E I R A A F E E T L E N L W M D E K T R L A A K E K A D A I Y D M I G F P D F I L E P R E L D D V Y D G Y 518 
ratECE-2b AEGMISEIRAAFEETI.EHLVmDEKTRIAAKEKADAIYDMIGFFDFILEFREI.DDVYDGY 505 
humanECE-2 AEGMISEIRTA?EEALGQLVWMDEKTRQAAKSKADAIYDMIG?PD?ILE?KELDDVYDGY 518 
bovineECE-2 AEGMISEIRVAFEEALGHLVWMDEKTKQAAKEKADAIYDMIGFPDFILEPKELDDVYDGY 540 
-A- .X .X -s；卞-A- 卞•六 卞卞•穴M •卞 . . X x卞-M v^  H 卞-a 卞卞•？<卞卞卞卞卞卞卞•义卞卞•穴卞卞•只•只'卞…；卞卞'兴•只•允卞卞 
ratECE-2a EVSEDSFFQNMLNLYNFSAKVMADQLRKPPSRDQWSMTPQTVNAYYLPTKNEIVFPAGIL 578 
ratECE-2b EVSEDSFFQNM區YWSAKVMADQLRKPPS.RDQWSM'rPQTVNAYYLP'rKEIVFPAGIL 565 
humanECE-2 EISEDSFFQ腿LNLYIJFSAKVMADQLRKPPSRDQWSMTPQTVNAYYLPTKNEIVFPAGIL 578 
bovineECE-2 EVSEDSFFQNMI,NLYNFSAKVMA.DQI,RK??SRD0WSMT?0T\7NAYYL?TKNEIvFTAGIL 600 
y. • y； V； v.- V； V；义 v.- v.- V；、>.• V；、}: y：义 V；、}: -；： V； >}：、}: V； * V；丨丨.V；、々  y； V； V； >V Vv 义-欠、-、-太义.V^" X. V；.义 X. "SV 、- 义.、々  X.义、-^  X.义 
ratECE-2a QAPFYAHNHPKALNFGGIGVWGHELTHAFDDQGREYDQEGNLRPWWQNESLTAFQmiTA 638 
ratECE-2b G A P F Y A _ P K M泥 G G I G V V M G H E L T H A F D D Q G R E Y D Q E G N L R _ Q N E S L T A F Q ]犯 T A 625 
humanECE-2 QAPFYARNKPKALNFGGIGVVMGHELTHAFDDQGREYDKEGNLRPWWQHESLAAFRNKTA 638 
bovineECE-2 QAPFYTCNHPQALNFGGIGVVMGHELTHAFDDQGREYDKEGNI.RPWWQNESLAAFRNHTA 660 
•X -i, -s：-卞.六• •.<： •>：• -sr •卞••< ’六•>：卞卞•？< -M 卞•六.X 卞-.sr -.s： .X •兴-fi 卞-k -.k •>：• 少-A- . 卞•火卞.为.大卞..义卞.•六•卞--N-. • • • 
ratECE-2a CMEEQYHQYQVNGERLNGLQTLGENIADNGGLKAAYNAYKAWLRKHGEEQPLPAVGLTHH 698 
ratECE-2b CMEEQYNQYQVNGERLNGLQTLGENIADNGGLKAAYimYKAWLRKHGEEQPLPAVGLTNH 685 
humanECE-2 CMEEQYNQYQVNGERLNGRQTLGENIADNGGLKSAYNAYKAWLRKHGEEQQLPAVGLTNH 698 
bovineECE-2 C I E E Q Y S Q Y Q翻 E . K . L N G R Q T L G E N I A D N G G L K A A Y N A Y臓 L R K翻 E Q Q L — G L T N H 720 
y. • V； >;. y； •；• V- V； V； V； ->： ->： y： • r V； v.- v.- v.- V- V；、；V； v.- y- v-、；. -；： y： V； v; V； v.- v.- v.-…v; x, ‘*: X. W X. "tV X. 、；‘•义 y; v； v.- •'； v.- v； 
ratECE-2a Q L F F V G F A Q W C S W T P E S S H E G L V T D P H S P A R F I W L G T L S N S R D F L R K F G C P V G S P M N P 758 
ratECE-2b QLFFVGE'AQVl^CSVRTPESSKEGIA/TDPKSFARFRA/LGTLSNSRDFLRKFGCPVGSFMHP 745 
humanECE-2 QLFFVGFAQWCSVRTPESSKEGLVTDPHSPARFRVLGTLSNSRDFLRHFQCPVGSPMNP 75 8 
bovineECE-2 QL,FFVr^FAQVWCSVKT?ESSHEGI.VTDPHS?ARFRVLGTI.,SNSRDFLiRHFGCFVGSPM]Ni 780 
.X .大•大卞•>r A ••Sr .大 a •兴 pf 卞卞•i< •>：• H •大•戈-.v -A- -.v -.v -.ir •.�- x … - x -.v -x -x 少少• •:•< 少 • … • … 少 , . 、 • .‘— • .、•:、' > 
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R a t E C E - 2 a GQLCEVVv 765 
r a t E C E - 2 b G Q L C E W 752 
h u m a n E C E - 2 G Q L C E V W 765 
b o v i n e E C E - 2 G Q L C E W 787 
• 六 y • ‘ 
Figure 3.4 Sequence comparison of rat ECE-2a and rat ECE-2b with human and 
bovine ECE-2 by CLUSTAL W (1.81) (European Bioinfomatics Institute (EBI) 
The ECE-2 isoforms are highly homologous to human ECE-2. High variations in 
sequences between three different species are observed at the N-terminal upstream to 
the transmembrane domain. 
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R a t E C E - 2 a MNVAL:QE]./^SGGSMVEYKRAKL,QDEEI.PEVTVEGKATQDSLiEVG-SOKi-:.T 5 8 
r a t E C E - l b MMSSYKRATLDEEDLVDSLSEC^DVYPNGLQVNFRSPRSGQRCWAAKTS 4 8 
RatECE-2a T.:EUVLAGLTI.V1AALI.I.GCI.VALWVQYHRDPVHSTCITEACIKVAGKI 118 
ratECE-lb V E K R L W L V T L L A A G L V A C L A A L G I Q Y - R T R T P P V C L T E A C V S V T S S I L N S M D P T V D P C Q 107 
•女 • * . . . * * * • _ * ： . , * * ； * ： * * . * * * 
ratECE_2a DFYQFSCGGWIRRNPLPSGRSRWNTFNSLWDQNQAII.KHLLENSTFNSSSEAERKTRSFY 178 
ratECE-lb DFFSYACGGWIKANPVPDGHSRWGTFSNLWEKNQAIIKHLLENSTA-SASEAEKKAQVYY 166 
人，々 • , , V X -v • -s- ts- . N- .人'V V "V -V N' -V • • k k • S-�‘ V V V 人’v .�' 女 . - - . . • • 
• � • • • • » • v v � � _ • 參 
ratECE-2a LSCLHLERIEKLGAKPLQDL 皿 TGG 丽 TGP 薦 DNFMEVLXAVAGTY磁^ 238 
ratECE-lb R A C醒 T R I E E L R A K P L M E L I E K L G G W N I T G P猫 K D N F Q D T L Q W T A H Y R T S P F F S V Y V S 22 6 
• . • • • • • 
RatECE-2a ADSKSSNSNITQVDQSGI.FI.)?SRDYYLNRTANEKVLAAYLDYMyELGMLL:GG-Q?TSTRA 297 
ratECE-lb ADSKNSNSNVIQVDQSGLGLPSRDYYLNKTENEKVLTGYLNYMVQLGKLLGGGDEDSIRP 286 
•V -i' 义 -S' ic s-人-• •K' ^  k X S- -V -V S' V -V 人，-V � • -V -�' -k -V • v -V •人--N'人'•� 乂 ^ 
、 . • • 、 • • • “ 
RatECE-2a QMQgVLELEIQLATTTy?QDQRRDEEKIYHKMSTSELQTLA?SMDWLEFLSFLI.S?LEI.:G 357 
ratECE-lb QMQQILDFETALMJITIPQEKRRDEELIYHKVTAAELQTLAPAINWLPFLNAIFYPVEIN 346 
-V -V - s - � - k -k -k -k , -k -k , , i< -k -fs- K- ^ 女 女 女 女 • • • 女 女 • 女 女 女 • ••女？丨’ 女女 • • 
. . • . • • • • • • • • •“ • • ^ 
RatECE-2a DSEPWVYGTEYLQQVSEL厕TEPSII厕YLI贩:VQ.KTTSSLDQRFSTAQEXLLSTLY 417 
r a t E C E - l b ESEPIWYDKEYLRQVSTLINSTDKCLLNNYMMV狐VRKTSSFLDQRFQDADEKFMEVMY 4 0 6 
. • . • • • • • • • 
ratECE-2a GTKKSCT?RWQTCISNTDDALG?ALGSL?VK?T?DRQSKEIAEGMTSEIRAAFEETLENL 477 
ratECE-lb GTKKTCLPR輒FCVSDTE鄉LGFALGPMFVKATFAEDSmiASEIILEIKKAFEESLSTL 466 
N" N-人'-S' . N' N- N' s- . . 人 ' . A ' . . V V •k 人’乂 . V V .’�' . V . A' V . A' V "V . � ‘ V � ' V . N" V 
ratECE-2a VWMDEKTRLAAKEKADAIYDMIGFPDFILEPRELDDVYDGYEVSEDSFFQNMLNLYIQFSA 537 
ratECE-lb KWMDEDTRRSAKEKADAIYIMIGYPNFIMDPKELDKVFNDYTAVPDLYFENAMRFFNFSL 526 
Y X 乂r -V、r • 、： "v "s- v -<r •< v . "v •<r x •々• <r -<: • • • 、’ . . .'< 、•丫 • ••女 • • • • • ^  
ratECE-2a KVMADQLRKPPSRDQWSMTPQTVM.AYYL:PTKNEIVFPAGILQAPFYAHNHPKALNFGGIG 597 
ratECE-lb RVTADQLRKAPNRDQWSMTPPMVNAYYSPTKNEIVFPAGILQAPFYTRSSPNALNFGGIG 586 
.* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . . *：******** 
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ratECE-2a VVMGHELTI-mFDDQGREYDQEGNLRPlWQNESLTAFQNHTACMEEQYNQYQVNGERLNGL 657 
ratECE-lb VVVGHEI/T'KAFDDQGFEYDKDGNLRPWWKNSSVEAFKQQT'ECMVQQYNNYSVNGEPVNGF 646 
• 义 X.义 X. 火 "rV 义 乂. X.义 V�. • • VS； W 义 A. X. , iV �A. • •iV • • • 火 A" • � A ‘ Vv • iV -k 大. .� V�. • X 
ratECE-2a QTLGENIADNGGLKAAYmYKAWLKKHGEEQPLPAVGLTNHQLFFVGFAQWCSVRTPES 717 
ratECE-lb KTLGENIADNGGI.KAAY]:<AYQNWVKKNGAEQIL?TLGLTSNQLF?LGFAQVwiCSVI<TPES 706 
. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * ; * * • ； 
r a t E C E - 2 a S H E G L V T D P H S P A R F R V L G T L S N S R D F L R H F G C P V G S P M N P G Q L C E V W 765 
ratECE-lb SHEG.EITDP.HSPS.RFEVIGSI-SNSKEFSEHFT^CPLGSPMNP.RHKCEVW 754 
X - � . >��. VV Vv • vv -A- X' Vs' vv • ；i.' >��. . X- • Vv X- • • X- X. • >X' X- K-大.》， • • � X'只. 
• • • • • • • • 
Figure 3.5 Amino acid sequence comparison of rat ECE-2a and ECE-lb as analyzed 
by CLUSTAL W (1.81) (European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI). 
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3.4 Tissue distribution of ECE-2 in rat and localization in C6 glial cells by 
RT-PCR 
To explore the tissue distribution of ECE-2 in rat and in C6 glial cells, the 5'-terminus 
325 bp of the sequenced ECE-2 was chosen as the probe since it was the region 
unique to ECE-2. By the RT-PCR approach, ECE-2 mRNA was found in the brain 
tissues including the cortex, striatum, olfactory bulb, hypothalamus, thalamus, pons 
medulla as well as the peripheral tissues including heart and lung. It was abundant in 
striatum, pons medulla, and lung (Figure 3.6). 
3.5 ECE-2 in rat embryos at different gestation stages by RT-PCR 
To explore the expression of ECE-2 in rat embryos at different gestation stages, 
mRNAs of the rat embryos were extracted and cDNAs were produced to perform 
RT-PCR. It was found that ECE-2 was expressed early at the E12.5 (Figure 3.7). 
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Figure 3.6 Analysis of ECE-2 expression in rat tissues 
ECE-2 specific primers encoding the 5'end of the RNA transcripts were used. ECE-2a 
amplicon is � 3 2 0 bp and ECE-2b amplicon is 290 bp. As control, RT-PCR for 
beta-actin (�400 bp amplicon) was also performed in parallel experiment and 
electrophoretically separated on the same gel. Lane 1: total rat brain; 2: hypothalamus; 
3: thalamus; 4: cortex; 5: cerebellum; 6: striatum; 7: olfactory bulb; 8: pons & 
medulla; 9: lung; 10: heart; 11: E12.5 embryos; 12: E16 embryos; a: control RT-PCR 
using ECE-2a vector cDNA as template; b: control RT-PCR using ECE-2b vector 
cDNA as template. 
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Figure 3.7 ECE-2 in rat embryos at different gestation stages by RT-PCR 
ECE-2 was expressed early at the E12.5. The sense primer 5'-CTC CAC CAT GAA 
CGT CGC-3'(AB011176_132F) and the antisense primer 5'-GGA TTT TTC CAG 
CCA CTC G-3 ‘ (ABO 11176_457R) were used to study the ECE-2 distributions 
qualitatively in rat embryos by RT-PCR. 
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3.6 ECE-2 distribution in C6 glioma cells 
ECE-2 was also found to express in C6 glioma cells. High level of staining was found 
abundantly at the cell membrane as well as the cytosol (Figure 3.8). 
3.7 ECE-2 distribution in rat embryo E15.5 
ECE-2 was found in rat embryos early at the gestation stage E12.5. We would like to 
further study the ECE-2 regional distribution in the embryos. Non-radioactive DIG 
cRNA probe was applied in the study. Rat embryos at gestation stage E15.5 was 
chosen in the experiment, as the size was big enough to handle and distinguish the 
structure clearly under the microscope. Besides, the cRNA probes were able to 
penetrate into the embryos in this stage. In our study, the roof of neopallial cortex 
(future cerebral cortex) was found stained, implying that ECE-2 was abundant in 
brain region (Figure 3.9). The result agreed with our previous study that ECE-2 was 
distributed mainly in brain region. 
3.8 ECE-2 distribution in rat brain sections 
ECE-2 mRNA distribution in the rat brain was examined. In the olfactory bulb 
(Figure 3.10)，ECE-2 mRNA abundantly expressed in G1 glomerular layer of the 
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olfactory bulb, GrO granular cell layer of the olfactory bulb as well as Mi mitral cell 
layer of the olfactory bulb. ECE-2 was found in piriform cortex, CAl field CAl of 
hippocampus, CA2 field CA2 of hippocampus, CAS field CAS of hippocampus. 
Numerous brain regions and cerebellum also contain the ECE-2. (Figure 3.10-3.16) 
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Figure 3.8 ECE-2 m R N A distributions in C6 gl ioma cells 
(A) C6 gl ioma cells stained with ECE-2 anlisense c R N A probe. (B) C6 gl ioma cclls 
stained c/ ECE-2 sense c R N A probe. 
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Figure 3.9 ECE-2 distribution in rat embryo at E15.5 
(A) Rat embryo E15.5 stained with ECE2 antisense cRNA probe. (B) Rat embryo E15.5 sstained d ECE2 
sense cRNA probe. 
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Figure 3.10 ECE-2 mRNA distribution in rat brain 
G1 glomerular layer of the olfactory bulb; GrO granular cell layer of the olfactory bulb; 
Mi mitral cell layer of the olfactory bulb. 
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Figure 3.11 ECE-2 mRNA distribution in rat brain 
cc corpus callosum; D3V dorsal 3rd ventricle; CAl field CAl of hippocampus 
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Figure 3.12 ECE-2 mRNA distribution in rat brain 
CPu caudate putamen (striatum); aca anterior commissure, anterior part; Pir piriform 
cortex; Tu olfactory tubercle; ICjM islands of Calleja, major island 
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Figure 3.13 ECE-2 m R N A distribution in rat brain 
DG dentate gyrus: C A 2 field C A 2 of h ippocampus; C A 3 field C A 3 of h ippocampus : 
L D V L laterodorsal thalamic nucleus, ventrolateral pari 
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Figure 3.14 ECE-2 mRNA distribution in rat brain at the medulla region 
LPGi lateral paragigantocellular nucleus; VGA ventral cochlear nucleus, anterior part. 
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Figure 3.15 ECE-2 mRNA distribution in rat cerebellum 
PFl paraflocculus; psf posterior superior fissure. 
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Figure 3.16 ECE-2 mRNA distribution in rat (A) adrenal cortex and (B) retina 




With the aid ofRT-PCR, two rat hypothalamus ECE-2 cDNAs were isolated from our 
零 
pool. One was 2295 bp long while the other one was 2256 bp long. The previous one 
was nominated as ECE-2a and the latest form as ECE-2b. Deduced protein sequences 
of both were 765 a.a. and 752 a.a. respectively. The rat ECE-2 isoforms are 
homologous to human and bovine ECE-2, with the amino acid identities 83% and 
81% respectively. Both of the isoforms had one transmembrane region with 
N-terminus in the intracellular region and C-terminus in the extracellular region. They 
零 
were differentiated by 13 a.a. at the N-terminus region. This may indicate both 
isoforms are initiated by same or similar factors that will bind to the extracellular 
C-terminus. However, different secondary responses are resulted due to the 
differences in the intracellular N-terminus. Further analysis can be taken in future to 
identify the distinct cellular responses carried by these two rat ECE-2 isoforms. 
n 
It is noted that the existence of ECE-2b may be questionable due to due to the looping 
out of mRNA during the reverse transcription reaction and therefore truncation of the 
ECE-2a. Further confirmations, e.g. genomic DNA study, are needed before making a 
solid conclusion. However, discussion of the ECE-2b was made for future reference. 
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Estimated half-life of the two isoforms was about 30 hr if it was in mammalian 
reticulocytes and they were classified as unstable proteins. PI of them were about 5.12 
and 5.07 respectively. This indicates that ECE-2 may not be a housekeeping gene due 
to its low stability. It forms only when initiators occur. It may act as a regulator, 
demanded only when in need. PI of both may imply the enzymes work under acidic 
environment, like the bovine ECE-2. However, fiirther experiments are needed to 
confirm these points. 
The ECE-2 is structurally related to ECE-1, neutral endopeptidase 24.11 and human 
Kell blood group protein (Emoto and Yanagisawa, 1995). The novel enzyme has the 
ability to produce mature endothelin-1 (ET-1) from big ET-1 both in vitro and in 
« 
transfected cells. Like ECE-1, the ECE-2 could be inhibited in vitro by 
phosphoramidon and FR901533, but not by thiorphan or captopril. ECE-2 converts 
big ET-1 more efficiently than big ET-2 or big ET-3. All these results indicate that 
ECE-2 is structurally and fiinctionally related to ECE-1 
However, ECE-2 also has some differences with ECE-1. Bovine ECE-2 was 250-fold 
零 
more sensitive to inhibition by phosphoramidon than ECE-1, while the two enzymes 
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were inhibited by FR901533 at similar concentrations (Emoto and Yanagisawa, 1995). 
ECE-2 had an acidic optimum at pH5.5, while ECE-1 had a neutral optimum at about 
pH7.0. ECE-2 was proposed as an intracellular enzyme responsible for intracellular 
processing of synthesized big ET-1 at the trans-Golgi network. Furthermore, ECE-2 
like immunoreactive staining was found in cell cytosol of human umbilical vein 
endothelial cells (Russell and Davenport, 1999). This gives further support for the 
tr 
intracellular distribution of ECE-2. 
Besides the bovine adrenal cortex ECE-2, ECE-2 was also highly expressed in the 
neural tissues in the mouse (Emoto and Yanagisawa，1995). These tissues included the 
brain, adrenal glands, ovary and uterus (Yanagisawa et al., 2000). ECE-2 was 
exclusively distributed in the mesenchyme of endocardial cushsions in mouse 
« 
developing heart at embryonic day E12.5, the distribution is in contrast to the 
endocardial expression of ECE-1. 
There is a functional redundancy between ECE-1 and ECE-2 in embryonic 
development (Yanagisawa et al, 2000). ECE-27" knockout mice were healthily grown 
into adulthood and fertile, indicating that no detectable defects in embryonic 
弯 
development. Nonetheless, the cardiac defects in ECE-17'; ECE-27' mice were more 
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severe than in ECE-1 null mice. 
The exact physiological roles of ECE-2 and its relationship with ECE-1 are still under ‘ 
intense research. 
In this study, the tissue distribution of ECE-2 mRNA was investigated by RT-PCR as 
well as in situ hybridization analysis. It was found that ECE-2a is the major transcript 
expressed in almost every region of the rat brain tissues. The gene is expressed as 
early as 12.5 days of gestation, suggesting that the gene may be important for fetal 
development. Apart from the brain, ECE-2 mRNA was also expressed in lung and the 
heart, the two tissues that abundantly express the ECE-1 isoform. In knockout mice 
study, ECE-2 RNA was exclusively distributed in the mesenchyme of endocardial 
cushsions in mouse developing heart at embryonic day El2.5, in contrast to the 
endocardial expression of ECE-1 (Yanagisawa et al., 2000). This agreed with the 
tr 
present analysis that ECE-2 is expressed in rat embryos at embryonic day starting 
from El 2.5. It was found that the major site of expression is at the roof of the 
neopallial cortex. It was found that knockout ECE-2 mice could grow into adult 
without any obvious defects compared with the normal ones. 
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In situ hybridization analysis of the rat brain revealed that the ECE-2 gene is widely 
expressed in different brain regions. In the olfactory bulb, high level of expression 
was observed in the glomerular and the mitral cell layers of the olfactory bulb. In the 
forebrain region, moderate level of expression was found in the striatum, and the 
cerbral cortex. ECE-2 mRNA was also abundantly expressed in the islands ofCallega ‘ 
and the piriform cortex. In the midbrain, moderate level of ECE-2 mRNA was found 
in neurons of the hypothalamus and thalamus. In the hippocampus, ECE-2 mRNA 
was preferentially expressed in the CA2 and CAS region than in the dentate gyrus. 
Expression of ECE-2 mRNA was also consistently observed in the chloroid plexus. In 
the cerebullum, high level of expression was found in the Purkinje cells. In the pons 
and medulla regions, ECE-2 mRNA was found highly expressed in neurons at the ‘ 
lateral paragiantocellular nucleus and in ventral cochhlear nucleus. 
ECE-2 was found widely distributed in rat brain regions, indicating that ECE-2 may 
involve in the following functions of the corresponding regions. Pons and medulla are 
involved in arousal and controlling levels of consciousness, while hypothalamus is 
involved in the regulation of behavior and basic levels, like eating, drinking, body ‘ 
temperature and sexual activity. Cerebellum coordinates and integrates motor activity, 
whereas thalamus is to relay sensory information to the cerebral cortex. Cerebral 
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cortex, the most important part of the brain, contained ECE-2 as well. Cerebral cortex , 
is responsible for the skilled movement initiation, perception, consciousness, memory 
and intelligence (Dowling J.E., Creating Mind, 2000). ECE-2 may not involve in all 
of the above functions, as the ECE-2 knockout mice can still be survived. Though role 
of ECE-2 in brain is still unclear, attention should be paid on it since its abundance in 
the brain. 
« 
Consistent with the cloning of bovine ECE-2 from the adrenal cortex, ECE-2 mRNA 
is abundantly expressed in the glomerular region of the adrenal cortex. Very few 
positive cells were however found in the adrenal medulla. 
The widespread distribution of ECE-2 mRNA in brain regions strongly suggest that 
this enzyme may not only function as the endothelin processing enzyme, but also be • 
responsible for the processing other neuropeptides. The expression of ECE-2 mRNA 
in C6 glioma cells ftirther support its role as a neuropeptide processing enzyme. 
While this study is in progress, an investigation of mRNA expression for ECE-1 and 
ECE-2 as well as ETB-R was reported (Nakagomi et al., 2000). Consistent with their 
findings, the mRNAs for ECE-1 and ECE-2 were similar but preferential expression ‘ 
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between the two isoforms were also found. These two genes were expressed mainly in 
neurons located in various brain regions, whereas the messenger RNA for endothelin 
receptor B was mainly localized in the astrocytes located throughout the brainstem, • 
Bergmann glia, choroid plexus and ependymal cells. This suggests that final 
cleavages of big endothelins are performed on neuronal cells, and the major target of 
the processed endothelins could be astrocytes, which express endothelin receptor B 
most abundantly in the brain (Nakagomi et al., 2000). 
In conclusion, two novel isoforms of rat ECE-2 were cloned in this study and its 零 
widespread distribution in the brain suggest a wider role of proteolytic processing of 
neuropeptides in addition to endothelins. 
<r 
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